U.S.Department
of Transportation
Federal Highway

Michigan Division

3 15 W. Allegan, Room 20 1
Lansing, Michigan 48933

Administration

March 3 1,2009
Mr. John Friend, Bureau Director
Bureau of Highway Delivery - B235
Michigan Department of Transportation
Lansing, Michigan
Dear Mr. Friend:
Attached please find our final report on the results of a warranty process review conducted by the
Michigan Division in cooperation with MDOT. This process review was conducted through the
summer of 2008.
We would like to meet with MDOT to develop an action plan to address the recommendations of
this review by May 22,2009. Please consider if you would like to have anyone else involved in
the development of the action plan in addition to MDOT7soriginal process review team
members; Curtis Bleech, Erin Chelotti, Kevin Kennedy, Benjamin Krom, and Patricia Schafer.
We truly appreciate the cooperation we received fiom your staff. Please do not hesitate to
contact to me, if you have any questions or concerns about how we should address these
recommendations.

e
*

Sincerely,

Robert Conway
Pavement and Materials Program En
For:

James J. Steele
Division Administrator

Attachment
cc:

Theodore Burch, FHWA-Michigan
David ~al'abrese,Acting Engineering and Operations Manager

Warranty Proqram Process Review

Conducted by:
Federal Highway Administration
in cooperation with the
Michigan Department of Transportation

Field reviews conducted: July-September, 2008
~ i n a'report
l
submitted: March, 2009

Team members:
Curtis Bleech, MDOT
Erin Chelotti, MDOT
Robert Conway, FHWA
Kevin Kennedy, MDOT
Benjamin Krom, MDOT
Patricia Schafer, MDOT
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Executive Summary
On August 25, 1995, FHWA published an Interim Final Rule (IFR) for warranties for projects on
the NHS, eliminating the restriction on the general use of warranties. The IFR states that
"warranty provisions shall be for a specific construction product or feature and routine
maintenance items are still not eligible." The IFR also prohibits warranties for items not within
the control of contractors. The provisions of the IFR were adopted as a final rule on April 19,
1996. The FHWA's policy for warranties is codified in 23 CFR 635.413.'
The Michigan Public Act 79 of 1997 provides that Michigan Department of Transportation
(MDOT) shall, where possible, "...secure warranties of not less than 5-year full replacement
guarantee for contracted construction work." Subsequent appropriations acts have contained
language directing MDOT to work with the road construction industry to develop performance
warranties and road construction warranties for construction projects.2
MDOT began using warranties on pavement projects in 1997. To date there have been more
than 1400 pavement warranty projects with less than four percent of those requiring corrective
action. Bridge paint warranties can vary with anywhere fiom one to 30 bridges being under one
contract. Currently there are 253 bridges with paint warranties, 155 of these required corrective
action, or roughly 62% (1551253).~
The Michigan Office of the Auditor General conducted a perfomance audit on the use of
warranties by MDOT and issued an Audit Report in April, 2006.~In response to a number of
their findings and recommendations, MDOT began an internal evaluation in the summer of 2006.
MDOT had also been reporting annually on the Warranty Program to FHWA prior to 2006
without being able to draw any performance conclusions because there wasn't enough warranty
performance history available yet.
FHWA decided to perform a Process Review on the Michigan Warranty Program in 2008 based
on the Division's risk analysis. At that same time FHWA also began participating on the MDOT
Warranty Program Effectiveness Evaluation team, which was responding to the earlier Audit
Report. Both evaluations had different focus areas, the Effectiveness Evaluation reviewed cost
and performance data while the Process Review focused on construction quality and acceptance
risk.
The Warranty Program Process Review focused mainly on the Capital Preventive Maintenance
Program (CPM) with additional focus on the Hot Mix Asphalt (HMA) projects fiom a potential
risk standpoint. Warranty's on bridge work and bridge CPM projects have already been
reviewed under a separate Process Review with recommendations already being addressed, and
were not be a part of this review.
The Process Review Team..consistedof Patricia Schafer, Kevin Kennedy, Curtis Bleech, Erin
Chelotti, and Ben Krom, all with MDOT and the review was lead by Robert Conway with
FHWA. The Process Review consisted of field reviews, policy and documentation reviews,
interviews of MDOT and contractor personnel, and group discussion and evaluation by the
Process Review Team.
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We have found the Statewide Warranty Administration Database (SWAD) system to be very
effective in cataloging, monitoring and tracking of the warranty projects. The system has been
found to be well maintained and up to date. SWAD has also been very effective in automatically
notifjmg the Regional SWAD administrators of upcoming interim and final inspections.
The warranty performance inspections currently conducted by both MDOT and their consultants
through the administration of the warranty program have been found to be accurate, timely and
comprehensive through the use of SWAD and the various inspection forms.
A number of warranty cracking thresholds 'and corrective action requirements need to be
reevaluated. The warranty terms are also appropriate considering the current cost and comfort
level of the bonding industry.
There has been one case where the TSCRegion elected not to enforce the warranty provisions
for mobility reasons. The Warranty Effectiveness Evaluation has identified the use of user delay
costs as a possible area for investigation.
This process review identified two significant findings: the continued use of the current special
provisions 03SP502(S) & 03SP502(T) is inappropriate on Federal Aid projects, and that the
warranty project inspection, quantity measurement, documentation, and proper payment
concerns be addressed.

In conducting this ~ r o c e s s ~ e v i eofwthe Warranty Program, the Process Review Team has
developed the following recommendations:
Begin tracking negotiated or post award warranties that are the result of a contractor's
proposal either in value engineering or in lieu of full replacement of deficient material or
construction in the SWAD.
The amount and type of cracking, particularly roller cracking in HMA, that is currently
considered acceptable at initial acceptance before the warranty begins needs to be
reevaluated (some this work has already begun with the 2010 MDOT Standard
Specifications for Construction revision).
All defects should be addressed with price adjustment and/or corrective action prior to
initial acceptance.
The ability to differentiate between reflective cracking and the ultimate enforcement of
these cracking thresholds needs to be reevaluated and alternatives should be considered.
The appropriate corrective action to restore the expected life of the pavement treatment
should be reevaluated for each performance threshold.
Develop forensic testing guidance for determining the nature of a failure and which party
would be responsible for the repair.
Improve communication and coordination with maintenance activities on warranted
sections.
Reevaluate the continued use of 03SP502(S) & 03SP502(T), the pavement performance
warranties for one course HMA overlays. The warranty thresholds, term, and acceptance
procedures are of concern and the combination of these three current aspects make them
inappropriate for continued use on Federal Aid projects.
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Continue to address the inspection, quantity measurement, documentation, and proper
payment concerns outlined in the action letter dated 11/18/08.
MDOT's use of warranties are generally acceptable and appropriate and when the concerns and
recommendations of this Process Review are addressed will continue to ensure the integrity of
the related construction products. Overall, MDOT's warranty program is considered effective in
protecting the taxpayer's investment.
Beginning in March of 2009, the Process Review Team will develop an Action Plan to address
the concerns and recommendations of this process review in 2009.
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Background/lntroduction
On August 25,1995, FHWA published an Interim Final Rule (IFR) for warranties for projects on
the NHS, eliminating the restriction on the general use of warranties. The IFR states that
"warranty provisions shall be for a specific construction product or feature and routine
maintenance items are still not eligible." The IFR also prohibits warranties for items not within
the control of contractors. The provisions of the IFR were adopted as a final rule on April 19,
1996. The FHWAYspolicy for warranties is codified in 23 CFR 635.413.~
The Michigan Public Act 79 of 1997 provides.that Michigan Department of Transportation
(MDOT) shall, where possible, ". ..secure wabanties of not less than 5-year full replacement
guarantee for contracted construction work." Subsequent appropriations acts have contained
language directing MDOT to work with the road construction industry to develop performance
warranties and road construction warranties for construction projects.5
MDOT began using warranties on pavement projects in 1997. To date there have been more
than 1400 pavement warranty projects with less than four percent of those requiring corrective
action. Bridge paint warranties can vary with anywhere fiom onc to 30 bridges being under one
contract. Currently there are 253 bridges with paint warranties, 155 of these required corrective
action, or roughly 62% (1551253).~
..

.

.

,

The Michigan Office of the Auditor G~neralconducted a perfprmqce audit on the use of
warranties by MDOT and issued an Avdit Report in ~ ~ r i l , . 2 0 06 6In
. response to a number of
their findings and recommendatio~s,MDOT began an inten& evaluation in the summer of.2006.
MDOT had also been reporting annually on the Warranty Program to FHWA prior to 2006 :
without being able to draw any performance conclusions because there wasn't enough warranty
performance history available yet.
'

'

FHWA decided to perform a Process Review on the Michigan Warranty Program in 2008 based
on the Division's risk analysis. At that same time FHWA also began participating on the MDOT
Warranty Program Effectiveness Evaluation team, which was responding to the earlier Audit
Report. Both evaluations had different focus areas, the Effectiveness Evaluation reviewed cost
and performance data while the Process Review focused on construction quality and acceptance
risk.

Previous Evaluations
Audit Report:
The Michigan Office of the Auditor General conducted a performance audit on the use of
warranties by MDOT and issued an Audit Report in April, 2006.~The audit had two objectives:
1. To assess the .effectiveness of the MDOT efforts in evaluating whether warranties have
improved the quality of pavement construction projects.
2. To assess the effectiveness of MDOTYsefforts to ensure that warranty claims are made
when appropriate.
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The audit report concluded that MDOT's efforts were moderately effective in evaluating whether
warranties had improved the quality of the pavement construction projects and in ensuring that
warranty claims were made when appropriate.
The audit report also contained three findings:
1. MDOT should continue its efforts to fully develop a continuous quality improvement
process for evaluating the effectiveness of its pavement warranty program.
2. MDOT did not ensure that all warranted projects were entered into the Statewide
Warranty Administrative Database (SWAD) and assigned an initial acceptance date.
3. MDOT did not maintain documentation to ensure that all warranty inspections were
conducted or that contractors had performed corrective action on warranted projects.
In response the audit finding, MDOT began a comprehensive Warranty Effectiveness Evaluation
and improved the SWAD and updated guidelines for the purpose of administering the warranty
program.
Warranty Program Effectiveness Evaluation:
Concurrent to this Process Review, MDOT has been conducting a Warranty Program
Effectiveness Evaluation in response to the Audit Report of April, 2006. The Effectiveness
Evaluation looked to determine if the overall warranty program objectives are being met, if there
has been improved project performance and an evaluation of the program costs and any savings
garnered by the warranty program.
The Effectiveness Evaluation spent considerable time and effort analyzing pavement distress
data, performance curves, maintenance costs, service life and compared the performance of
warranted verses non-warranted pavement pro~ectsand bridge painting projects. The
performance analysis demonstrated that the warranted bridge paint projects did perform better
than the non-warranted but that no significant difference could be found in the pavement projects
constructed with or without warranty.
The Effectiveness Evaluation cost analysis found that the initial cost and development of the
Statewide Warranty Administration Database (SWAD) has prevented the program fiom being
cost effective to date. Currently, the majority of the cost savings are the result of a reduction in
Construction Engineering (CE) on warranty projects. It should be noted that these cost savings
may or may not continue at their current level based on one of the significant findings found later
in this report.
The Effectiveness Evaluation also included a literature review of other warranty program
evaluations and an internal customer survey of the MDOT personnel involved in the
administration of the warranty program. The literature review found that other State Highway
Agencies (SHA's) were also unable to demonstrate improved performance on their warranty
projects. While the internal survey responses were generally negative, it should be noted that the
survey asked for the respondents anonymous opinions and didn't ask for specific examples.
Without many specific details it is difficult to make any program adjustments or
recommendations based on the survey responses.
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Conclusions of this evaluation are summarized as follow^:^
Four of MDOT's five stated warranty program objectives are being met.
J Comply with state legislation.
o Lowerpavement life cycle costs through longerpavement life, reducedpavement
failures, and reduced maintenance costs. Based on the available data, warranties
do not result in lower life cycle costs since there is no evidence of longer
pavement life resulting from warranties.
High quality bridge painting.
J Protection against catastrophicfailures.
J Trial and evaluation of innovative construction techniques, andplacement of
proper risk associated with pavement design and construction on MDOT and the
contractor.
Of the three pavement performance evaluation methods utilized, one was inconclusive,
while no trend of dfferences was identified for the other two.
Based on limited data, no trend could be identified as to whether corrective action
restores the pavement to its intended fix life.
Bridge paint warranties extend the life of the bridge paint system.
There are a number of intangible benefits of the warranty program that cannot be
quantified.
No conclusions can be drawn as to whether there is a net cost savings for the warranty
program a s a whole. However, there is a documented cost savings related to the Capital
- Preventive Maintenance (CPM) progi-am as it is current1y:structured.
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The ~ & a n t y~iocessReview took place between~kchj'2008and December, 2008. All of the
findings and recommendations were derived from that time period.

Process Review Team
The Process Review Team consisted of Patricia Schafer, Kevin Kennedy, Curtis Bleech, Erin
Chelotti, and Ben Krom, all with MDOT and the review was lead by Robert Conway with
FHWA.

Scope of Evaluation
This process review is meant to evaluate the effectiveness of the MDOT warranty program in
ensuring the integrity of a product and the Contractor's responsibility for the repair or
replacement of deficiencies. Review of the overall acceptance process associated with warranted
projects. Evaluation of the various warranty performance characteristics and specified warranty
periods and their effectiveness in ensuring quality materials and construction.
The Warranty Program Process Review focused mainly on the Capitol Preventive Maintenance
Program with additional focus on the HMA projects from a potential risk standpoint. Warranty's
on Bridge work and Bridge CPM projects have already been reviewed under a separate Process

12119/08
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Review with recommendations already being addressed, and were not a part of this review. The
warranty program was evaluated through interviews with Region and TSC warranty
administrators and project engineers, field reviews of 16 projects representing 6 Regions with the
exception of University, and discussions among the process review team members.

Findings

Overall Management and Monitoring Of the Warrantv Promam
Reviewing the overall management and monitoring of the warranty program was one of the tasks
of the Process Review. To assess the administration of the warranty program, we reviewed
MDOT's various warranty administration guidance and policies, the operation and content of the
SWAD, and the warranty inspection and monitoring. The evaluation of the warranty inspection
and monitoring process included the review of inspection documentation, interviewing the
Region SWAD managers, and the participation in 3 different types of warranty field inspections
in separate regions.

.
.

MDOT has developed the SWAD to catalog, monitor and track all of the various construction
projects under warranty. The SWAD system catalogs the original construction date,,contractor,
initial acceptance date, scheduled warranty inspection dates, the date a warranty inspection was
conducted, a final inspection date, any required corrective action, and the warranty expiration
dateamong other data fields. The previous audit report found projects without a final inspection
prior the warranty expiration date, but it should be noted that the previous audit was conducted
prior to improvements to SWAD. In our review of the SWAD system, we only found ode .,
project without a final inspection prior to the warranty expiration date. We have found the
SWAD system to be very effective in cataloging, monitoringmd tracking of the warranty
projects. The system has been found to be well maintained and up to date. Variations between
Regions whether the projects are entered into the system either before or after construction did
not appear to be affecting the integrity of the data moving forward into the warranty monitoring
phase. The only noted improvement to the SWAD data would be a method to track negotiated or
post award warranties that are the result of a contractor's proposal either in a value engineering
or in lieu of fill replacement of deficient material or inadequate construction. SWAD has also
been very effective in automatically notifying the Regional SWAD administrators of upcoming
interim and final inspections.
MDOT has developed detailed warranty inspection forms and checklists along with a warranty
administration guidance document7. The inspection forms and checklists are specific to each
type of inspection and type of warranty. The guidance document also provides good direction to
MDOT field staff and includes several flow charts and decision trees regarding warranty
administration.
There are two types of inspections during the warranty period, interim inspections which are
conducted as necessary during the warranty term and final inspections which are conducted just
prior to the expiration of the warranty. These inspections conducted during the warranty period
may be cursory or detailed. The cursory inspection is conducted visually from the shoulder to
estimate areas of distress. If an amount of distress approaches the various corrective action
thresholds, then a detailed inspection is conducted which filly measures and documents the areas
12119/08
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of concern. These inspections are being performed by MDOT staff from the various TSCYswith
the exception of the Metro and University Regions who are utilizing a consultant to perform
these services for the Region. In the past, there were several cases where the consultant
inspection reports were submitted very close to the warranty expiration date making it difficult to
pursue any corrective action with the contractor. The timeliness of these consultant inspections
has since been addressed and the communication now seems to be working well. The warranty
performance inspections currently conducted by both MDOT and their consultants through the
admirustration of the warranty program have been found to be accurate, timely and
comprehensive through the use of SWAD and the various inspection forms.

Warranty Performance Characteristics and Warranty Term
The various warranty performance thresholds or characteristics and the length of the warranty
periods were evaluated by soliciting the opinion of the Region SWAD managers and project
delivery personnel, group discussion among the Process Review Team, and comparison to other
warranty terms used nationally. The table in Appendix A summarizes the current warranty
thresholds by special provision and work type.
The following is a summary of the warranty threshold interview responses:
What do you think of the Cracking l%resholds?:
No reflective cracking is appropriate, shouldn't hold the contractor accountable at
the end of the warranty term.
:
Difficult to differentiate between reflective and non-reflective, try looking for a
'
pattern for reflective, but too difficult to enforce.
Not interested in counting cracks. (03SP508A)
Can't enforce cracking because of reflective cracking exclusion.
Shouldn't enforce any cracking on any overlay.
Appropriate except excluding roller cracking. (03SP502G)
,

What do you think of the Debonding/Potholes thresholds?:
130 ft of potholes in 530 ft is excessive. (03SP502T)
Intended to protect against catastrophic failure, but seems excessive.
Nothing has ever come close, but would have a hard time telling the public that
260 ft per mile of potholes after 3 years is acceptable. (03SP502T)
Catastrophic threshold is not appropriate.
General thresholds comments:
Question why so many cracks in PCC are permitted. (03SP602D)
CPM thresholds are too large. (03SP502T)
Raveling, roller cracking, and roller marks need to be addressed.
HMA warranty length may need to be longer, preventive maintenance are ok.
Need open joint definition.
Rutting of 318 is too much, ?4would be better.

After reviewing the interview responses fiom the field personnel, the Process Review Team
reviewed each Initial Acceptance performance threshold and the warranty thresholds of each of
12119108
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the warranty special provisions. The FHWA is currently recommending that performance
thresholds be set at 2 standard deviations or 95% of the historical expected performance.1 In
developing the original warranty performance thresholds, MDOT along with their industry and
FHWA partners analyzed the distresses captured by MDOT's pavement management system.
While a statistical approach was not utilized initially, engineering judgment was used in selecting
distress indexes and corresponding levels of distress that would be acceptable at the end of the
warranty term for the various treatments. The current warranty performance thresholds for
special provisions 03SP502(S) & 03SP502(T) appear to be those performance limits necessary to
protect against catastrophic failure, which are probably closer to 3 standard deviations or 99% of
the historical expected performance.
As the Process Review Team took a fi-esh look at all of these thresholds, we tried to answer two
questions. First, are these thresholds ensuring a quality product, and second, is the required
corrective action restoring the expected life of that pavement treatment. Please see Appendix A
for a complete listing of the current thresholds. The following is a summary of those thresholds
and corrective actions that were deemed questionable by the group:
03SP502(G) Initial Acceptance for HMA w1Warranty
Roller cracking should not be excluded and exempted from corrective action.
Cracksealing should not be considered as'corrective action for pavement cracking
in the finished surface course on new/reconstruction, rubbilized, or crush & shape
.:. . . ....
.
projects.
03SP502(H) M&W Pavemerit Warranty (NewReconstructed HMA)
Microsurfacing should not be .considered as a corrective action for rutting.
03SP502(I) M&W Pavement Warranty (Multi-Course HMA Overlay)
Cracking thresholds should be reevaluated because of the difficulty of
differentiating between reflective and non-reflective cracking.
03SP502(M) M&W Pavement Warranty HMA on Rubblized
Microsurfacing should not be considered as a corrective action for rutting.
0 3 S P 5 0 2 0 M&W Pavement Warranty (HMA on Crush & Shape)
Microsurfacing should not be considered as a corrective action for rutting.
03SP502(S) Pavement Performance Warranty Cold Milling & One Course HMA (CPM)
All of the corrective actions should be better defined, they currently allow the
contractor to propose a remediation.
Cracking thresholds should be reevaluated because of the difficulty in
differentiating between reflective and non-reflective crachng.
Longitudinal Cracking threshold should be reevaluated.
De-bonding thresholds should be reevaluated.
Raveling thresholds should be reevaluated.
Fluslung thresholds should be reevaluated.
03SP502(T) Pavement Performance Warranty One Course HMA (CPM)
-Allof the corrective actions should be better defined, they currently allow the
contractor to propose a remediation.
Cracking thresholds should be reevaluated because of the difficulty in
differentiating between reflective and non-reflective cracking.
Longitudinal Cracking threshold should be reevaluated.

12/19/08
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De-bonding thresholds should be reevaluated.
Raveling thresholds should be reevaluated.
Flushing thresholds should be reevaluated.
03SP507Q3) Pavement Performance Warranty for Ultra-Thin (CPM)
Reapplying the ultra-~hintreatment should be reevaluated as corrective action
for all conditions.
03SP507(C) Pavement Performance Warranty for Paver Placed Surface Seal
Reapplying the Surface Seal treatment should be reevaluated as corrective action
for all conditions.
03SP508(A) Pavement Performance Warranty for Single & Double Chip Seals
Cracking thresholds should be removed because of the difficulty in differentiating
between reflective and non-reflective cracking.
03SP602Q3) Pavement Acceptance for Jointed Plain Concrete Pavement
Cracking thresholds and corrective action should be reevaluated.
03SP602@) M&W Pavement Warranty (NewReconstructed P C P )
Cracking thresholds and corrective action should be reevaluated.

,
.

. ,.

.

The warranty threshold discussions highlighted several issues. The amount and type of craclung,
particularly roller cracking in HMA, that is currently considered acceptable at initial acceptance
before the warranty begins need's 'to be ieevaluated. Some af this work has already begun with
the 2010 MDOT Specification ression; The ability todifferentiate between reflective and noncracking and the ultimate enforcement of these cracking thresholds needs to be
reflective
.
reevaluated and alternatives should be considefed. The aljpropriate.corrective acti6n to restore
the expected life of the pavement treatment 'should be estab1ished"foreach performance
threshold. The warranty performake thresholds for 03S~50i(S)& 03SP502(T) pavement
.performance warranties for one course HMA (CPM) were'tlie most concerning. All of the
thresholds in 03SP502(S) & 03SP502(T), with the exception of rutting, were far greater than all
of the other HMA treatments wlule having a shorter warranty term of three years as opposed to
the five year on the various M&W warranties.
'

.

The warranty term or length of warranty has also been reviewed. Ideally, a warranty term is
recommended to be half the expected life of the product. Bonding agencies are currently
reluctant to offer warranty bonds beyond 7 years, with the cost of the bond possibly increasing
significantly after 5 years. Some states have explored longer term warranties by allowing the
contractor to offer a guarantee instead of a formal bond. The current 5 year warranty term
required for the M&W warranties on those projects with an expected fix life >12 years appears to
be appropriate considering the current bonding market. In the future, as both the contracting
industry and bonding agencies become comfortable with the longer term bonds, the cost may
stabilize and allow for a cost effective 7 year warranty term. In addition, the various shorter
performance warranties used for the preventive maintenance treatments are also appropriate
considering their expected treatment life. The only warranty terns that are of any concern is the
3 year 03SP502(S) & 03SP502(T) HMA performance warranties, but this has more to do with
the warranty thresholds within that 3 year period than the ideal half expected life of the
treatment. Even if these warranty terms were increased to 4 years to be closer to half of the 7-10

12/19/08
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year expected fix life, thls wouldn't address the concerns of the warranty thresholds within the
special provisions.

Enforcement Of Warranty Contract Terms
The enforcement of the various warranty performance thresholds or characteristics and the length
of the warranty periods were evaluated by soliciting the opinion of the Region SWAD managers
and project delivery personnel, and group discussion among the Process Review Team.
The following is a summary of the warranty enforcement interview responses:
What do you think of enforcing the Rutting thresholds?:
Only came up a couple of times, couldn't enforce after cores and forensic
couldn't show poor material.
Contractors have made argument that forensic testing isn't accurate.
Can't test mix, maybe look at the subgrade.
Have you seen any warranty or deterioration/failuresthat couldn 't be enforced?:
Concrete continuous segment cracks, some concrete was also over the thresholds
but Region didn't want to enforce because of lane closures and mobility.
Never been able to enforce PCC crack thresholds.
Longitudinal joints opening up, rutting & flushing at an intersection and chip seal
crack counts.
,.. General enforcement or corrective'action comments. :
Crackfill as the remedy doesn't restore expected life, it opens up again the next
winter.
Crackfill corrective action at the initial inspection isn't good and shouldn't be
allowed.
Haven't been able to enforce a centerline joint yet.
Crackfill isn't appropriate at initial acceptance.
What does Joint Review and Forensic Investigation mean?

In addition to the interview a number of other issues were identified during the various field
reviews. Whenever the warranty thresholds are exceeded, the contractor is likely to dispute the
nature and cause of the failure, thereby requiring forensic investigation to determine if the cause
of the failure was within the control of the contractor. The effort required to demonstrate that the
failure was due to the contractor in a number of cases was deemed excessive considering benefit
of corrective action or the likelihood of the contractor's ability to contest the cause of the failure.
Because the contractor can contest that they are not responsible for the failure for any number of
reasons including fixlmix selection, existing pavement condition, plow damage, traffic volume,
and so on, many TSC's have elected to go ahead and include the warranted sections in their
routine maintenance contracts for crackfill and patching. Subsequently, when the MDOT
personnel go to perform the final warranty inspection and that section has already,received
maintenance they may forgo the inspection because the corrective action that might have been
pursued with the contractor has already been performed. The enforcement of the various
cracking thresholds have been particularly troublesome for the RegionlTSC personnel.
In the course of discussions it was also discovered that a number of project engineers have been
persuaded to leave deficient material in-place at initial acceptance with and without price
12/19/08
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adjustment because of the warranty coverage. Because a number of the warranty thresholds are
set to prevent a catastrophic failure, all defects should be addressed prior to initial acceptance.
There has also been one case where the TSCRegion elected not to enforce the warranty
provisions for mobility reasons. In this case the benefit of the corrective action was weighed
against the impact on mobility in addition to the likelihood of the contractor's ability to contest
the cause of the failure and the decision was made not to pursue the enforcement of the warranty
provisions.
There also doesn't appear to be any formal communication with the maintenance division or in
those cases where a maintenance agreement exists with the county or township on which sections
are covered by warranty provisions. Emergency repairs or routine maintenance may be
occurring on warranted sections without exploring if the repair should be addressed by the
contractor.

Warranted Products Performance
The evaliation of the warranted products performance.comparedto non-warranted was primarily
conducted under the Warranty Program Effectiveness valuation^. The conclusions of the
Pavement Performance under this evaluation included:
. ..:.
. , "asid
on the pavement performance.analysis of the projqqts included in this evaluation, no
. . . . . . .
.
.
. .
significant trend of differences between the warranty and n k - & - r a n t yprojects could be
. : ,.
..
.
. . . . . identified. Of the three &valuationme,thods utilized, ene>wil~.i~conclusive,
while no trend of
differences
was identified for the.,other two."2
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"Investigation inti whether corrective action restores the original fix life to the pavement was
also completed. Since the pool of projects available for this analysis is limited, no trend
could be identified as to whether corrective action restores the pavement to its intended fix
life."2

Warranted pavement performance studies conducted in other states were also inconclusive.
When comparing the warranted treatments performance to the expected life projections, the
average number of years until the next major fix were generally within MDOT and other SHA's
expected life projections.

MDOT's Acceptance Procedures On Warranty Proiects
In evaluating MDOT's acceptance procedures on warranty projects, various guidelines and
policies were examined along with project documentation and field reviews. The acceptance
procedures were also evaluated through interviews while onsite with both MDOT, consultant and
contractor personnel. Project reviews were conducted on 16 projects between July and
September of 2008. The observations and findings of the documentation reviews and site visits
were reviewed and discussed by the Process Review Team. The following summary of findings
is broken into three sections: Material and Workmanship Warranty Acceptance, Performance
Warranty Acceptance, and Inspection and Oversight.
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Material and Workmanship Warranty Acceptance:
Material and workmanship warranties would typically require the contractor to only correct
defects caused by elements within their control. Materials and workmanship warranty projects
should also follow the SHA's current standard specifications and acceptance procedures. The
design and material requirements are typically well defined in the contract under a material and
workmanship warranty and so inspection and testing are required to verify that the specified
requirements are met. The material and workmanship warranty serves to slightly reduce the
SHA's risk, but still requires that all of the normal inspection, quality control testing, acceptance
testing, and independent assurance takes place. The warranty term or length of materialand
workmanship warranties will vary depending on the treatment.
Projects that are currently constructed under MDOT's material and workmanship warranty
provisions are also constructed under MDOT's full quality assurance program. Payment is also
based on percent within the specified limits (PWL), which is also an effective tool in assuring
quality. The acceptance program currently utilized on projects with special provisions
03SP502(H), 03SP502(I), 03SP502(M), and 03SP502(N) is effective and appropriate. MDOT
also uses it's full quality assurance program with 03SP602@) the concrete pavement material
and workmanship warranty, and the current issues with the concrete acceptance program are not
related to the warranty program and are being addressed under the 2010 Specification revision.
Performance Warranty Acceptance:
Performance warranties require the contractor to assume additional responsibility for the actual
pavement performance over a specified length of time.' A typical performance warranty would
have the agency define the structural design and.perfomance requirements and the contractor
would be responsible for the mixture selection, design, and construction to meet those structural
and performance requirements. Acceptance testing can be reduced or eliminated because the
mixture selection, design and construction are all defined by, and under the control of the
contractor and the agency is now measuring and monitoring performance. The performance then
relies heavily on the contractor's quality control program, and the agency should continue.
independent assurance testing to verify that the contractor's quality control program is
hctioning properly. The warranty term or length of performance warranties will vary
depending on the treatment but will typically be longer between 5-20 years to allow for the
performance evaluation.
The performance warranties that MDOT has developed do not fit the traditional definition of a
performance warranty. MDOT is utilizing performance warranties on preventive maintenance
projects with well defined material and construction requirements and the shorter expected life of
the treatment. Under MDOT's performance warranties, the contractor is only responsible for
non-compliant materials and faulty workrnanshlp, essentially a material and workmanship
warranty. Those projects that are constructed under the performance warranty provisions are not
requiring any acceptance testing or independent assurance testing. The warranty term or length
of the performance warranties varies from 2-3 years depending on the treatment.
FHWA has recognized that performance warranty provisions are an acceptable tool in ensuring
quality materials and construction and that the use of these warranties may allow for a reduction
in agency acceptance testing and oversight. Even though MDOT's performance warranties are
12119/08
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bctioning like material and workmanship without any acceptance or independent assurance
testing, we believe that in the case of the preventive maintenance treatments these warranties are
effective in ensuring quality materials and construction. The shorter expected life of these
treatments, the performance thresholds that are in place, and the relatively low risk associated
with the treatments lead to this decision.
-
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The use of the performance warranty 03SP502(S) & 03SP502(T) .for one course HMA (CPM) to
ensure quality materials and construction is an area of concern. In the case of 03SP502(S) &
03SP502(T), the contractor is responsible for non-compliant materials and faulty workmanship,
meanwhile there is no acceptance testing or independent assurance being performed to verify
that the specified requirements are being met. MDOT reserves the right to test any material at
any time to verifL its quality, but there is no contractual procedure in place to address any failing
agency test results and the contractor's response would typically defer to passing quality control
tests and the performance warranty. The warranted materials are not paid for under a PWL
provision. The material quality relies heavily on the contractor's quality control program but
minimum quality control requirements are not well defined. MDOT's standard acceptance
program does not include any contractor's quality contfol testipg in the acceptance decision, and
so the contractor's quality control throughout the state is not included in the system hdependent
assurance program for technicians and laboratories. Of greater concern is the level of contractor
quality control on the CPM performance warranted projects, where it was repeatedly found to be
reduced or no QC testing being performed. ..The specified asphalt mix material is not checked by
the agency for aggregate gradation, binder grade,:mixture yolumetrics, or density/compaction,
.whichare the material properties.;that have beenshown
have +inimpact on performance. All
of these conckms coupled with h e ipestic&able patastrqphio performance thresholdsmake the
continued use of warranty provisions 03SP502(S) & 03SP502(T) as they are currently written,
inappropriate for use on Fedix-iil Aid projects. . . . .. .. . . ..

$6
..

Inspection and Oversight:
In the course of the specification review for the MDOT 2010 Specification revision and this
Warranty Process Review, FHWA has found instances where the contract administration and
oversight on projects containing the warranty special provisions are not meeting Federal
requirements. Frequently Used Special Provisions (FUSPs) 03SP502D, 03SP602E703SP505A,
03SP508AY03SP508B7and 03SP508C essentially delegate MDOT's Inspectors Daily Report
and documentation responsibilities onto the contractor including quantity measurement and the
reporting of traffic control deficiencies.
After questioning whether the FUSPs were appropriate, we were told that this was intended as a
duplication of effort and that MDOT was still to be performing these duties themselves.
Through the Warranty Process Review, it was discovered that this has not always been the case
and that in some cases no project inspection or quantity measurement was made prior to the
project completion and payment. While the interpretation of the specificationsvary from Region
and TSC with some offices being more diligent than others, the majority have discontinued daily
yield checks while many have stopped altogether leaving the contractor responsible for the
measurement and calculation of their own quantities for use in preparing the payment.
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In interviews with MDOT field personnel, it also became evident that the lack of inspection and
quantity measurement was not always a misinterpretation of the FUSPs. Some field personnel
felt the direction to limit inspections and not to measure and check quantities was directed by
Bureau of Highway Instructional Memorandum 2002-23 dated December 13,2002. While this
memorandum does offer some good guidance in the administration of warranty projects, it also
contains conflicting and inappropriate direction in regard to the inspection and measurement
duties. This memorandum outlined a number of the practices that are being found as
unacceptable including: "To facilitate prompt payment to the contractor and more accurate data
entry by MDOT office personnel, the contractor should be asked to prepare an Inspector's Daily
Report Worksheet (Attachment C) in addition to the Contractor's Daily Report."
While warranties can be used as a tool to assure quality (with the proper performance
thresholds), it is in no way a replacement for inspection, quantity measurement, proper payments
and the proper contract administration. FHWA had determined that these significant findings
needed to be addressed immediately and could not wait to be incorporated into the
recommendations of this process review, and an action letter was issued on 11/18/08 (see
Appendix D). In the action letter, FHWA has disapproved FUSPs 03SP502D and 03SP602E
effective Jariuary 9,2009; and 03SP505A' 03SP508A, 03SP508B, and 03SP508C will be
disapproved after March 7,2009. These special provisions would require revisions to the
contractor's documentation section before they could be used on Federal Aid projects again after
the disapproval dates.
Projects constructed in the 2009 construction season found to be without inspection staffing and
complete documentation prior to payment including MDOT material certifications, MDOT.yield .
checks, MDOT quantity measurement, and MDOT Inspector's Daily Reports, will jeopardize
.
full Federal-aid participation. MDOT and FHWA are already working on the revised
specifications and a revised guidance memorandum and inspection procedures that will ensure
full Federal participation.

Recommendations
In conducting this Process Review of the Warranty Program, the Process Review Team has
developed the following recommendations:
Begin tracking negotiated or post award warranties that are the result of a contractor's
proposal either in value engineering or in lieu of full replacement of deficient material or
construction in the SWAD.
The amount and type of cracking that is currently considered acceptable at initial
acceptance before the warranty begins needs to be reevaluated (this work has already
begun with the 2010 MDOT Specification revision).
All defects should be addressed with price adjustment andlor corrective action prior to
initial acceptance, because the warranty thresholds are set to prevent a catastrophic
failure.
The ability to differentiate between reflective cracking and the ultimate enforcement of
these cracking thresholds needs to be reevaluated and alternatives should be considered.
The appropriate corrective action to restore the expected life of the pavement treatment
should be established for each performance threshold.
12119/08
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Forensic testing guidance for determining the nature of a failure and which party would
be responsible for the repair (including the use of video logs fiom the pavement
management system to differentiate between reflective cracking).
Improve communication and coordination with maintenance activities on warranted
sections.
Reevaluate the continued use of 03SP502(S) & 03SP502(T) pavement performance
warranties for one course HMA (CPM). The warranty thresholds, term, and acceptance
procedures are of concern and the combination of these three current aspects make them
inappropriate for continued use on Federal Aid projects.
Continue to address the inspection, q~antity~measurement,
documentation, proper
payment concerns outlined in the action letter dated 11/18/08.

Conclusion
We have found the SWAD system to be very effective in cataloging, monitoring and tracking of
the warranty projects. The system has been found to be well maintained and up to date. SWAD
has also been very effective in automatically notifying the Regional SWAD adminiseators of
upcoming interim and final inspections.

.

'

The warranty performance inspections currently conducted by both MDOT and their consultants
through the administration of the.warranty program have been found to be accurate, timely and
. . .coplpreheqive through the use bf ~ ~ @ a n d : ~valious
h e inspebti6qforms.
'

.

.

.

A numberof wArranty cracking @.resholds and corrective action requirements need..to be . .
reevaluated. The warranty terms are apprbpriate considering the current cost and comfort level
.
.
of the bonding industry.
There has been one case where the TSCIRegion elected not to enforce the warranty provisions
for mobility reasons. The Warranty Effectiveness Evaluation has identified the use of user delay
costs as a possible area for investigation to help address this issue.
The continued use of special provisions 03SP502(S) & 03SP502(T) needs to be reevaluated.
The inspection and documentation procedures need to be revised to ensure full Federal Aid
participation.
The MDOT's use of warranties are generally acceptable and appropriate and when the concerns
and recommendations of this Process Review are addressed will continue to ensure the integrity
of the related construction products. Overall, MDOT's warranty program is considered effective
in protecting the taxpayer's investment.

Tracking and Follow-up
Beginning in March of 2009, the Process Review Team will develop an Action Plan to address
the concerns and recommendations of this process review in 2009.
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03SP602(D) Materials & Workmanship Pavement Warranty (Nefil~kc'dn~tructed
Jointed Plain Concrete Pavement)

VlNG LANE-MILE

)'Theappropriate corrective treatment is dependent on the w d s loeation and depth.
Fulbdepth T cracks require re$ofi frmd transfer (> 90% load transfer efFidency)as a
rninimunr. Full-depthMrll-length1 cracks require slab remwat and replacement, if outside
influence of lane ties.
,

(2) Can be non-contiguous. 10%wlua +iesto

totel perimeter (bur sides) of the slab.

(3) A p p l i ta to transverse and ~ t u d i m a joints
f
on the perimeter ufthe dab.
Noncontiguous lengths
be summed an a per stab basis.

an acceptde condilion, and will be removed and replaced as
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Appendix 6: Process Review Charter
Team Charter
Process or Problem Studied:
MDOT's Warranty Program
Process Description or Problem Statement:
Evaluate the effectiveness of the MDOT warranty- program
in ensuring the integrity of a product and the
.
Contractor's responsibility for the repair or replacement of deficiencies. ~ e v i e wthe overall acceptance
process associated with warranted projects. Evaluate the various warranty performance characteristics
and specified warranty periods and their effectiveness in ensuring quality materials and construction.
Goals or Objectives:
1 Review the overall management and monitoring of the warranty program.
2 Review the warranty performance characteristics and warranty periods.
3 Review the enforcement of warranty contract terms and Contractor's remedial actions.
4 Review warranted products performance compared to the expected life or performance of the product.
5 Review MDOT's acceptance procedures on newly constructed warranty projects.
Parameters or Limits of Review:
This process review will be limited to the overall program level of the warranty process. The review will
be limited to past projects indentified in the Statewide Warranty Administration Database (SWAD) for
performance and enforcement, and the 2008 CPM Program for newly constructed acceptance
procedures.
Team Leaders:
Robert Conway
Team Members:
I Kevin Kennedy ( Curtis Bleech
Erin Chelotti .. : ." : .': . .. .
,Patricia.Schafer
. . . , :
Team Sponsors:
.. "
Tom Fudaly (FHWA) .andJohn Friend (MDOT)
, .. . .
,.
.. . .
.Budget:
.
.
.
..

I

Expertise available:
.
,
\
MDOT: MDOT Warranty Committee, Region Engineers, Region System Managers and SWAD
Representatives
Process
Review
Review Starting
Review Time
Completion
2/27/09
11 Months
411108
Date:
Frame:
Date:
Authority or responsibility of the team:
Evaluate current process and develop recommendations, if necessary, that will ensure continued
conformity with Federal requirements.
Potential restraining forces:
Performance of review: Availability of MDOT staff to assist with review.
Timing of Progress Reports:
Progress reports are anticipated at completion of the following milestones: 1) Development of Review
Guidelines 4/08, 2) Completion of Field Reviews 9108, 3) Draft Report 12/08, 4) Final Report 2/09.
Follow-Up Responsibility:
Team sponsors will support the implementation of recommendations resulting from this review and, as
appropriate, assign staff to follow-up and assure that all recommendations are satisfactorily resolved.
Team Sponsor Concurrence:

Tom Fudaly, FHWA

Date

John Friend, MDOT

Date
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Appendix C: Process Review Plan
Process Review Plan
MDOT's Warranty Program

Process Description or Problem Statement: Evaluate the effectiveness cif the MDOT
warranty program in ensuring the integrity of a product and the Contractor's responsibility
for the repair or replacement of deficiencies. Review the overall acceptance process
associated with warranted projects. Evaluate the various warranty performance
characteristics and specified warranty periods and their effectiveness in ensuring quality
materials and construction.
Goals or Objectives:
1. Review the overall management and monitoring of the warranty program.
2. Review the warranty performance characteristics and warranty periods.
3. Review the enforcement of warranty contract terms and Contractor's remedial
actions.
4. Review warranted products performance compared to the expected life or
performance of the product.
5. Review MDOT's acceptance procedures on newly constructed warranty projects.
..

.

Team Members: Patricia Schafer, Kevin Kennedy, Curtis Bleechj Erin Chelotti, Robert
. .
. ..
.
co&ay
and. Benjamin Krom .
. .. .

.

: '!

..
a

..,

,

. ..... . . ,
. .,
..

.

..I

.

.

.
.

.

'

.. . . ..

.

t .

~~~roval- arch

Schedjile:
.
Charter
14,2008
.
.
Develop Review Guidelines - March 25,2008 ' ,
..
.:": Completion of Fidd Reviews -Anticipated 9/08 Draft Report -Anticipated 12/08
Final Report -Anticipated 2/09
Addressing Any Recommendations - 2009

..

'

Review Guidelines: The Warranty Program Process Review will focus mainly on the
Capitol Preventive Maintenance Program with additional focus on the HMA projects from a
potential risk standpoint. Warranty's on Bridge work and Bridge CPM projects have already
been reviewed under a separate Process Review with recommendations already being
addressed, and will not be a part of this review.
Tasks:
Review the overall management and monitoring of the warranty program.
o Evaluate SWAD
o Review Database Administration
o Review Data Captured
o Review Performance Condition Survey Procedure
o Independently Verifjr several Condition Survey's and Compare to actual
Review the warranty performance characteristics and warranty periods.
o Review the performance data that is being collected by Warranty Program
Effectiveness Evaluation
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o Compare with national warranty periods

Review the enforcement of warranty contract terms and Contractor's remedial
actions.
o Evaluate if the Warranty Specifications are enforceable
o Evaluate if the Warranty terms are being enforced
o Evaluate if the remedial actions are effective
Review warranted products performance compared to the expected life or
performance of the product.
o Compare the performance data with the prograrnmed/planned or expected
life of the maintenance treatment
o Compare with national performance data
Review MDOT 's acceptance procedures on newly constructed warranty projects.
o Review the Warranty Inspection Guidelines and associated BOHIM's
o Review the project documentation on those projects that the Condition
Survey is also reviewed
o Field review of the current construction acceptance on warranty projects
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Appendix D: Warranty Contract Administration and Oversight Letter

U.S.Department
of Transportation
Federal Highway
Administration

Michigan Division

3 15 W. Allegan, Room 20 1
Lansing, Michigan 48933

November 18,2008
Mr. John Friend, Bureau Director
Bureau of Highway Delivery - B235
Michigan Department of Transportation
Lansing, Michigan
Dear Mr. Friend:

.

.

Warfanty Contract ~ d m i n i s ~ a t i oand
n Oversight
Inspeeti& zind Quantitv ~ e a s u r ~ m 6for
n t Payment
1

.

.-

..

.

...

. .. .

In the course of the specification review for the MDOT 20ldSbe6ification revision and the
Warranty Process Review, FHWP; has 'found ii~sfan&&i
\*ihere:thecontract administration and
oversight on projects containing the warranty.spCcial @robisionsare not meeting Federal
requirements. Frequently Used Specifications (FUSPs) 03SP502D703SP602E, 03SP505A7
03SP508A, 03SP508B7and 03SP508C essentially delegate MDOT's Inspectors Daily Report
and documentation responsibilities onto the contractor including quantity measurement and the
reporting of traffic control deficiencies.
After questioning whether the FUSPs were appropriate, we were told that this was intended as a
duplication of effort and that MDOT was still to be performing these duties themselves.
Through the Warranty Process Review, I have discovered that this has not always been the case
and that in some cases no project inspection or quantity measurement was made prior to the
project completion and payment. While the interpretation of the specifications vary fiom Region
and TSC with some offices being more diligent than others, the majority have discontinued daily
yield checks whlle many have stopped altogether leaving the contractor responsible for the
measurement and calculation of their own quantities for use in preparing the payment.
In interviews with MDOT field personnel, it also became evident that the lack of inspection and
quantity measurement was not always a misinterpretation of the FUSPs. Some field personnel
felt the direction to limit inspections and not to measure and check quantities was directed by
Bureau of Highway Instructional Memorandum 2002-23 dated December 13,2002. While this
memorandum does offer some good guidance in the administration of warranty projects, it also
contains conflicting and inappropriate direction in regard to the inspection and measurement
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duties. This memorandum outlined a number of the practices that are being found as
unacceptable including,
"To facilitate prompt payment to the contractor and more accurate data entry by MDOT office
personnel, the contractor should be asked to prepare an Inspector's Daily Report Worksheet
(Attachment C) in addition to the Contractor's Daily Report."
The Warranty Process Review has also identified a number of other concerns such as the
appropriateness of corrective action thresholds, the length of the warranty period, and the lack of
Acceptance or Independent Assurance testing on the performance warranty projects. These
issues will be discussed in detail and recommendations developed by the Warranty Process
Review team in the upcoming months.
While warranties can be used as a tool to assure quality (with the proper performance
thresholds), it is in no way a replacement for inspection, quantity measurement, proper payments
and the proper contract administration. For this reason, FHWA will be disapproving FUSPs
03SP502D and 03SP602E effective January 9,2009; and 03SP505A, 03SP508A, 03SP508B, and
03SP508C will be disapproved after March 7,2009. FUSPs 03SP505A, 03SP508A, 03SP508B,
and 03SP508C will require revisions to be used after March 7,2009, while 03SP502D and
03SP602E should be removed from Federal-aid projects in their entirety.
Projects constructed in the 2009 construction season found to be without inspection staffing and
complete documentation prior to payment including MDOT material certifications, MDOT yield
checks, MDOT quantity measurement, and MDOT Inspector's Daily Reports, will jeopardize
full Federal-aid participation. FHWA acknowledges that this action will have an impact on
project delivery staffing and is prepared to work with MDOT on alternatives that can help reduce
the inspection burden without simply delegating this oversight on to the contractor. While most
of these alternatives to reduce inspection such as maximum payment of planned yield and
removal/penalties for random thickness checks of pavement cores will require additional
specification changes prior to their implementation that will not relieve MDOT of the inspection
and oversight responsibilities in the meantime.
Please do not hesitate to contact to me, if you have any questions about this action or how we
should address these concerns.
Sincerely,
Original Signed by:
Robert Conway
Pavement and Material Engineer
For:

James J. Steele
Division Administrator
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